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From the FCC President: Hello club members,
After a couple of years of reading my column, you would probably expect that I would once
again be writing about some esoteric observations. But this column is different. I’ve come down
from the clouds and onto earth. I’m talking of all the concrete benefits that we as a club all
enjoy and frankly take for granted. We have presentations at least once a month that are
interesting and informative. We have a competition every month complete with judges that
offer constructive criticism and tips on how to improve our photos. We have a convenient way
of submitting photographs to PFLI and someone that makes sure that it all comes together.
And we have the capability to do all this remotely. We have a newsletter delivered monthly that
is always a good read.
What we don’t have is enough volunteers. A few members do all these key tasks for the club,
and they need a break. The immediate need is for someone to take over the task of procuring
presenters and judges. Tony Siciliano finds and coordinates these presenters that we all enjoy
so much. He has also taken over the task of procuring of judges. Why, because the need arose
and no one else volunteered to do it. Without members who handle these tasks our club can’t
continue. Tony has graciously extended his tenure repeatedly, but the time is rapidly
approaching when he simply can’t do it any longer. We have asked for someone to take over
these tasks but to no avail.
Continued next page...
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Sponsor PSA youth showcase.

2nd—Competition - Judge: Russ Burden
16th–Program: Followup To The 11/17/21
Meetings: 6:45 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays USUALLY AT
Flushing Hospital, conference room
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling St..
FREE but Parking ticket must be
validated at the Camera Club.

Call to confirm.
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY
VIA ZOOM.
Dues: $40.00 for individuals

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

Black And White Photography Video
30th –Program: Floral Photography
Techniques At Home By Valerie Interligi

6th—Competition - Judge: Scott Dere
20th–Program: Macro Flower
photography—Video by Mike Moates

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
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President’s column continued. I’m reminded of times that a minister must give his stewardship sermon. The club is not
asking for money, just a little piece of your time, related to something you love. The tasks are not that burdensome if we have
enough volunteers to perform them. Please, please, we need your help. If you have any questions on what is involved just
email me at joemacaluso@verizon.net.
Joe Macaluso

From the editor’s desk:
The weather seems to be like the stock market. Hot cold hot cold. Hopefully March will end, as has been
said, like a lamb. Spring time and a time for renewals. A time when many feel rejuvenated and the
enthusiasm for getting deeper into photography spurs us along.
Our president Joe Macaluso, offers a plea in his column this month. It is time for our members to become
more involved in the workings of the club. The same handful of members cannot be expected to do all
that is necessary to sustain the club year after year. Many are wearing several hats now and would like to
share the responsibility. Consider offering some of your time and contacting any board member for more
information. May I also remind all that a new board of officers is due next season please consider
accepting nomination for a position.
In this issue of our newsletter we start on page 2 with a Tim Grey column on USB hubs below. Also check
out our birthday people this month. Page 3 has a report on our “Multiplicity” presentation followed by
some thoughts by Bob Green on a PFLI competition. Page 4 has tips for shooting Black & White. Page 5
is an observation about Owl photography by Kathy Baca followed by Terry Chen’s letter on issues he had
in Taiwan and then the PFLI standings for February. Page 6 contains the images of the month for
February. Then on page 7 we conclude with another photo tip from our learned Russ Burden.
One more thing. The April newsletter (not an April fools joke this time) may be a couple of days late due to
personal obligations. Hope you enjoy this issue, “photoJoe” Crupi

Today's question relates to the challenge of using a USB hub with hard drives or other
peripherals that require more power than a hub can typically provide. I upgraded to a
MacBook Pro with only two USB-C ports, one of which gets used for power. I got a USB hub to expand
the number of ports, but hard drives with a USB-C connection don't work with this hub. Is there a way
to get more ports that will work with external hard drives?
The key here is to use a powered USB hub, so that the hub can provide more power than would
otherwise be available from the port the hub is connected to.
As I've noted previously, about the only shortcoming of my MacBook Pro laptop featuring the high-performance Apple M1
processor is that there are only two USB-C data ports on this laptop, and one of them is generally used for power. In other
words, I only really have a single data port available much of the time.
A USB hub provides a solution for expanding the number of ports available on a computer, but this isn't as easy a solution as
it might seem if you want to use bus-powered hard drives or other peripherals requiring power in conjunction with a hub that
doesn't have an external power source.
There are a variety of powered USB hubs available, but I was looking for something that would work well with my
configuration. Specifically, I wanted the hub to connect to USB-C, and provide power for at least one USB-C port and a couple
of USB-A ports
The USB hub I've been using (and happy with) is an Anker model that features power input via a USB-C connector, an
additional USB-C data connection, two USB-A data ports, SD card reader, HDMI output for a second monitor display, and
more.
You can learn more about the hub I'm using on the GreyLearning blog here:
https://greylearningblog.com/powered-usb-hub-for-more-ports/

FCC wishes a most happy and healthy Birthday to all our members
born in month of March.

Russ Burden and Rick Mark
Hoping you have a very special Birthday .
Birthdays

If we do not have the month of your birth email it to Joecxlt@aol.com
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Our Feb 16th Zoom Program Multiplicity a photography technique Presented by Lisa Cuchara,

PhD, Master Craftsman (PPA), Master of Photography (M. Photog.) HonNEC. She is very
passionate about photography and enjoys both being behind the lens and in the digital darkroom.
She loves to photograph nature but finds many subjects equally intriguing.
Multiplicity a photography technique in which the same subject/person is photographed and then
the photographs are digitally re-mastered in Photoshop showing clones of the person/subject all
in one photo. For people subjects the final photo makes a great website, blog, or Facebook photo. It is fun to do with
kids and seniors. Lisa showed us how to make yourself into a triplet or quintuplet and up with an image with many
copies of you.
For non-people subjects multiplicity can be fun and add impact to your images. Lisa then demonstrated the use of
layers and masks to accomplish multiplicity. Our members were happy to have this instruction in layers.
Lisa and her husband Tom are known for their expertise in Photography and in Photoshop, and for their inspirational
and informative photography workshops. Lisa has created numerous award-winning photographic images and enjoys
sharing her vision, passion and her knowledge! Her photographs have appeared in Adirondack Life, Wild Bird, Birder’s
World, in calendars, on the cover of a fictional paperback novel, in galleries and exhibitions, and been accepted into the
PPA loan collection. Lisa & Tom have published two books with Amherst Media “Create Fine Art Photographs from
Historic Places and Rusty Things” and “The Frog Whisperer”.
Many of our members may have seen their presentations at NECCC in Amherst and at FCC. Some of us bumped into Lisa
and Tom on a club trip to Bar Harbor a couple of years ago. It was a fruitful chance meeting where they graciously gave us
tips on some special photo ops in the area. They are certainly friendly and sharing people.

Check out Lisa and Tom and their photography classes, photo tours and workshops
at www.photographybylisaandtom.com.

Lisa and Tom are Co–chairs of this years 75th New England Camera Club Council.
Lisa reminded us that the date is July 15-17, 2022.
Remember to bring your vaccination card.
click the link for details and registering:
https://necccphotoconference.org/conference-co-chairs/
Analysis of PFLI Competition on 2/11: breakdown -45 images class B color-122 images class A color-60 images creativity.-60
images B&W. There were 56 in attendance. It was refreshing to see that many newcomers were earning high scores.
I thought we did well as a camera club getting two 26 scores in class B color. Congratulations.
May I offer a word of caution. There were 2 images disqualified that night. In 1st case the judge saw more than one color in a
B&W image. I only saw color green near RR tracks in that image by an FCC member, but the judges claimed they saw
magentia -purple also. The other image, not ours, had 3-4 shades of brown, and they disqualified that one also.
My suggestion is if adding 1 color to a B&W image, you really have to be extremely careful. It may be better to convert the color
image to B&W using a well known conversion software such a in elements, photoshop, corel paintshop, nik, topaz labs, on1
etc. then if you want to tint it go to sepia toning. Also know that sometimes a question arises if an image has more than only
one color or different shades of that one color. The answer may be up to the judges to decide. Bob Green.

Assigned subject for the May 2022 competition.
A little change this season. Only the May competition will have assigned subjects.
There will be two assigned subjects. You can use either or both in that competition.
You can enter images all of one subject or you can mix and match the two & have some of each subject
in the May competition.
The subjects are: A Story in a Picture and/or Food as Art.
All images entered in May must fit either of those criteria. Happy image making & good luck to all.
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Tips for B&W Photography Lovers! written by Ayushi Shah.

There is something nostalgic and emotive about black and white. No pop of colors, but the exposures and
contrast of these photos is what makes them come to life.
So sure colors are great, but the emotions behind a black and white photograph is the reason why these
antiquated photos are a timeless beauty. So let’s dive in.
#1 Where’s the light?
Light plays an important role in photography, but maybe more in black and white photos due to the lack of
colors. Focus on the light quality, which refers to how the light “behaves,” how it affects and interacts with your
subject and its surroundings. “Hard” and “soft” light are key concepts of light quality. Hard light is more
dramatic and also tends to have more contrast while soft light is more universally flattering and easier to work
with, especially for portraits.
#2 Lights, Camera, Contrast!
This term is generally just thought of as the difference between the darkest and brightest parts in a photo. You
can use the contrast to elevate the subject by placing the subject (light) in front of a dark background. It
creates more depth and distinction to the photo. Contrast matters in black and white photography because it
helps the image to stand out. ‘Deeper the black, brighter the white’ .
#3 Focus on strong lines, patterns and textures:
Colors make the image bright and pop out, but a splendid black and white portrait is one which focuses on
strong lines and contrasting patterns and textures. This is what creates the distinguishing factor and brings out
the image.
The texture of the subject can draw the eyes. It should complement the subject and not compete with it. But
with the right texture, your frame will never look flat.
Patterns are nothing more than an orderly repetition of multiple design elements that work well together. Even
the most simple and subtle patterns can pop out in a black and white image, when they might otherwise go
unnoticed when colors are involved.
#4 Shadows and shapes:
When you create a black and white image, you take away the important aspect of color, which is what attracts
the most attention. So shadows help in influencing the mood of your images so trying to incorporate them
whenever possible creates more depth to your image. Most people focus on the light while shooting, but the
darkness from the shadows is what makes it a compelling component. Shadows help to enhance the focus of
the subject by experimenting and complementing the texture and patterns.
Shape on the other hand is related to shadows and contrast. Every photo can be related to shapes and people
are instantly drawn to them. Shapes act as an anchor to the photo as without color, this is the element that will
catch the eye of the people.
In conclusion, black and white photography can be tricky as you don't have color and other variables to work
with. So the challenge is to take powerful photos and work on the contrast and tones of the photo. But the
emotions conveyed through these images are definitely worth the effort. Go on, take a few shots and explore
the patterns and textures around you!
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OWLS

The item below was reported by Katy Baca. We all know or should know that the first priority in
wildlife photography is to do no harm to any animal. I do not believe any of our FCC members were
involved but I do hope that if anyone were to view such behavior they would advise the parties involved
that such is not acceptable.
A problem concerning so called “ wildlife photographers”.
Most photographers are respectful but, we (PFLI) have a few members ( No… I’m not going to name
them) who will do anything for a winning shot.
The Snowy and other owls have been stalked, flushed for a flight shot, and some owls have died from
sheer torment.
They are already exhausted from a long migration, and they need every ounce of energy to secure
food.
Sadly a few idiots run through the dunes, bring live mice, wave and run at the owls, and this ape like
behavior has to stop.
I propose a moratorium on all images of owls in the wild - from November until April 1st.
Will it stop them completely? Of course not. But when you get your dream photo and you want it to be
seen ASAP the thrill fades after a couple of months.
For further discussion at the next PFLI meeting.
Kathy Baca
TRAVEL TO TAIWAN: Our member Terry Chen wants to advise members of a disturbing incident that happened to him in Taiwan. Terry was
fully vaccinated against Covid 19 and before the trip had negative Covid 19 PCR tests and an antibody test. Still upon arrival Terry was
given several options and he chose the one requiring him to quarantine at his brother’s home there which was vacant. He would be staying
there alone. Terry wore a mask the entire time he traveled. Several problems arose like the shut off of water and electric but mainly since
the authorities would not accept the test results he had before traveling he went to a local hospital and received another negative Covid 19
test. The authorities claimed Terry was recorded on a camera in a local store when he was supposed to be quarantined. Terry explained to
them it was obviously not him in the video. Well to make a long story shorter he was fined $4700. 00 US dollars for violating their
quarantine laws. Terry is reporting this information for anyone thinking of going to Taiwan in the near future. Good luck.

“Winning is not everything, but making the effort to win is.” Vincent Lombardi

Judges - Harry Loud Bonnie Franco-Foreman
Joe Bruno
DPA
DPA
CRE Eliot Friedman
Airshow
21 DPA
CRE Edward Xu
MultipleExposures 21 DPA
CRE Bill McLernon
The Root of it All 21
CRE Tony Coppeta
Art ExhibitVan
21 DPB
CRE Bob Green
Colorful Abstract- 22 DPB
CREII Tony Sicilliano

Happy Flowers

22

DBW
DBW
DBW
DBW
DBW

Conversion
RailRoad Man-1
Sunrise
Smile
Chrysler Building

21
21
21
22
23

Bill McLernon
Bob Green
Edward Xu
Eliot Friedman
Tony Sicilliano

Tony Coppeta
Bob Green
Sherre Lin
Bernard Huang

Rumble Bee
Look Ma No Hoofs
seagul caughy fish
fishing at dawn

Edward Xu
Bill McLernon

flower
21
Take Me Home Country 22

DPB Gary Hu
DPB Bernie Gellman
DPB Eliot Friedman

Working Hard
Hummm
Mandrill

DPBII Tony Sicilliano
Lake Placid Blue Hour
DPBII Louise Destefano Red agonia

21
22
23
24

23
23
26
22
26

Congratulations to both members with very rare 26’s
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Salon Group “Fishing at Dawn” Bernard Huang

A Group

B&W

“Sunrise”

“Mandrill”

Elliot Friedman

Edward Xu
Creative

“Colorful Abstract”

Bob Green
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Two Quick Tips For Flash
The single most important accessory that allows me to expand my time in the
field is flash. Not only does it allow me to capture a good photo in mid day, it
provides auxiliary light when it’s cloudy, it acts as a main source indoors, and
depending on the distance of my subject, it can even be my main light in
bright sun. I can mount my flash directly to my hot shoe for convenience, I
can use it with an accessory cord off camera as a side or backlight kicker, or
I can bounce it off a ceiling to soften its look. Depending on the model, I can
dial down its power and use it to fill in shadows, I can set it to act as a
stroboscopic source to capture a sequence of movements as in a golf stroke,
or I can use the slow/rear curtain synch feature at night to create streaks of
light behind my subject. As you can see, a flash is an extremely versatile
accessory if you exploit all its virtues. Below are features I often use.
Slow Synch:
Most camera’s synch speeds range from 1/60 of a second to 1/250. The purpose of this is to help ensure the photographer
gets a sharp picture. In low light levels, such as when the flash would fire automatically, the shutter may need to stay open for
as long as one second to produce a proper exposure. Without a means to stabilize the camera, the resulting photo could be
soft. Luckily, most modern cameras allow the photographer to set the shutter to fire at a slower than “normal” range. The
purpose is to allow ambient light to build up on the sensor and prevent the “floating in a sea of black” look that’s so often
produced when using flash. Set your camera to slow synch and the exposure for the ambient light will be determined by the
camera meter. As I said above, the resulting shutter speed will be slow so it’s essential you use a tripod or other means of
support
Flash in Daylight:
During the middle of the day the sun is directly overhead and not conducive
to getting good photos. Shadows are harsh and the light is very contrasty.
Highlights gets blown out losing all detail and shadows become dark voids of
black. But if the subject is close enough and the flash is powerful enough, I
use what’s known as fill flash. It fills in the shadows so the viewer can see
detail where it otherwise wouldn’t exist. Additionally, in that the contrast
range is now compressed, the highlights are toned down and reveal more
detail. Different situations dictate varying amounts of fill. Experiment using fill
flash adjusting the ratio to get a feel for how much is needed.
To learn more about this subject, join me on a photo safari to Tanzania. Visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-BurdenPhotography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark
Check out more of my photo tips in my weekly column on the Outdoor
Photographer website. On the home page, click on the TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
banner and then go to Photo Tip Of The Week.

Hey Russ this cartoon reminds me of the time in
Yellowstone when I was concentrating on the
view finder at steam coming from a bull elk’s
nostrils and I wasn't paying much attention to
you calling to me saying “Joe he’s coming for
you” I hadn't noticed you all backed away and I
was left between the bull and his cows who
wandered behind me. Good memories. Joe

Stay Focused!

